Consider th e prob le m of operating on a seque nce of i.i.d. Bernou lli variab les wit h unknown mean p to produ ce a seque nce of symm e tri c Bernou lli varia bl es. De fine t he e ffic ie ncy of any proposed me t hod to be the average number of binar y outpu t d igi ts per input d igi!. T he fo ll owi ng res ult s a re pro ved: (A) No me thod ex is ts hav in g effi cie ncy greate r th a n -p log,p -qlog,q, whe re q = 1 -p. (B) Me t hods do e xi s t wi t h efficiency arbitraril y c lose to the bo und just given . Examp les a re give n , and compared with other met hods in the li te rat ure. A tec hniqu e for finding th e me t hods of (B) above is give n.
Introduction
T he problem of deriving unbiase d Be rnoulli variables from a sequence of indepe nde nt and ide ntically di s tributed Bernoulli variab les with mean p has re ceived attention repeatedly in th e literat ure. The most rece nt appearance known to this author is a paper by Simons and Hoeffding [4] , t where in are given refere nces to other work. Th e approach adopted by Simons and Hoeffdin g co ncentrates on the sample se que nces, and investigates stopping rules and decision rules which specify when a sample sequence is te rminated wit h the iss uance of a (b inary) output digit, and whi c h digit is output. One ru le is "better" than another, in their terminology, if it stops as soo n as th e other for any sample sequence, and soo ner for at le ast o ne seq ue nce. Th ey defin e th e c lass of "even" procedures, and find th e best e ve n procedure, whi c h they deno te by Q2. They th e n find a better .(noneven) procedure Q3, a lower bound for the expected length of the sample seq uence, a proof that there is no procedure whi ch is as goo d as or be tte r than all others, and a proce dure Q4 whi c h is be tte r than Q:l for small p values. Incidentally, th ey start by introdu cing th e procedure of von Neumann [5] , denoted Qt , which consists of taking successive pairs of digits unti l a mixed pair (i.e., a pair co ntaini ng both a 0 and a 1) is obtained, and outputting t he second digit of the pair.
In this paper, the efficiency of a procedure is defined in a long-run sense, as the average nu mber of output digits per input digit. T hus a procedure which does not terminate as quickly as one of the Qi above , for certain sample seq uences, and yet produces output digits at a higher average rate, is considered more efficient. For refere nce, note th at the efficiency of QI is pq ~ 1/4 (where q =
1-p).
The efficiency of Q2 is shown by Simons a nd Hoeffdi ng to be 00 0 /2 ) n 0+p2i+ q2i) -t ,
which is less than As a matter of fact, the efficiency of Q3 is also less than 1/3. The lower bound for the expected size of the sample sequence for any procedure whiGh looks at sample sequences in the way considered by these authors-i.e. , which consists of a stopping rule and a rule for specifying an output digit whenever the sequence stops-is given by the authors as p -Iq-I -1. This immediately leads to an upper bound for the efficiency of such procedures, namely pq(l -pq)-I. This function in turn takes on its maximum value at p = 1/2, for which it is 1/3. The procedure Q2 defined by Simons and Hoeffding is equivalent to one presented by this author [2] at the 1964 Institute of Mathematical Statistics Meeting at Amherst, namely, stop as soon as a block from (k -1)2" + 1 to k . 2", for any positive integers k and n, is evenly split between zeros and ones, and output the last digit; then start again.
The procedure Q3 is an ingenious improvement over Q2. Simons and Hoeffding noted that there are circumstances when it is certain that the next digit (whatever it turns out to be) will result in ter· mination -and so there is no need to take that last digit, if one simply decides in the beginning to output the next-to-Iast digit (whether or not the last digit is needed). An example is in order at this point. The sequences 00001100 and 00000011 are equally likely, as are the sequences 00000010 and 00000001. Under Q2, these sequences will lead to termination, with output 0,1,0,1, respectively. If we were to output the next-to-Iast digit at termination, the output would be 0,1,1,0, respectively. Now note that in all but the last sequence, we know before the eighth digit is taken that it will be the last digit. The procedure Q3 merely takes advantage of this fact, by stopping as soon as it becomes known that termination will occur on the next digit. (Obviously, the last digit taken is the output of Q3 whenever Q3 stops sooner than Q2, while the next-to-last digit is the output when Q3 stops at the same point as Q2.)
In th e next section, an intuitive derivation is given of a different kind of procedure, which grew out of a suggestion by Herman Rubin to the author during the Amherst meeting previously mentioned. Following sections present a rigorous evaluation of the method, examples, and proofs. 2
A Different Approach
Consider again the von Neumann procedure above. It consists of taking pairs of observations, ignoring any pair consisting of two zeros or of two ones, and putting out one digit if a mixed pair occurs. Now two zeros or two ones can happen in only one way each, but a mixed pair can be either 01 or 10-and one is as likely as the other. Thus another way oflooking at the von Neumann procedure is in terms of rearrangements of the res ult that occurred: since there is only one arrangement possible for the sequence 11, no output can be obtained, but a mixed sequence can happen in either of two equally likely ways which are assigned the (output) values ° and 1 (in arbitrary order). Now let us extend this technique. Suppose four input digits are examined together. If all are alike, then no rearrangements are possible -hence no output. If there is exactly one 0, or three O's, then there are four equally likely rearrangements-1110, 1101, 1011, 0111 in the former case, and the complements in the latter. We can assign output sequences 00,01, 10, and 11 to these four possibilities' and thus obtain two output digits. But what if there are two 1 's and two o's? Then there are m = six equally likely possibilities. -We can take four of them, and derive two binary digits as above; but we can derive only one binary digit when one of the remaining two possibilities occurs.
Thus we will get 0, 1, or 2 output digits for 4 input digits, with probabilities (p'4-q4) , 2p2q2, and 4p3q + 4pq3 + 4p2q2 respectively, for an average of 2pq -3p2 q2/2 output digits per input digit. This value is at least (13/8)pq, incidentally, so that this procedure is considerably more efficient than the von N eumann procedure, even for groups of four; it can be made still more efficient for larger groups, as will be seen.
There is something basically unsatisfying about this procedure as just outlined. Consider again the simple example above with group size 4. There are six arrangements of two zeros and two ones , which is more than the four arrangements of one zero and three ones; yet the number of output digits is (on the average) only 5/3 , whi ch is less than the two digits obtained for the case of one zero and three ones. The reason is obvious: 6 is not a power of 2. (For 7 arrangements, the expected number of digits is less: only 10/7.) One possible way to improve things is to save the set with six ar· rangements, and co mbine it with the next set havin g six arrangements. We thus have 36 possibilities (for the combin ed set): we can get 5 (= 10~32) digits with probability 32/36 , and 2 digits with proba· bility 4/36, for an average of 7/3 digits per set. We could go further, and find a higher power of 6 which is closer to a power of 2; we could then get even more digits per set.
This simple example embodies the key idea of the method. In the next section, a more complete discussion of the technique is presented. Two lemmas and a theoretical upper bound for efficiency are given, and used to show the existence of procedures with efficiencies arbitrarily close to the upper bound. This bound is then compared to the efficiencies of the Qi and of selected examples of the procedures, in the following section.
Permutation Methods
Consider sets of n inde pendent and ide nti cally distributed Bernoulli variables with mean p. Any such set will have from zero to n 1 'so The probability that a set will have x 1 's is (~)pxqn -x and a set with x l' s can have any of (~) equally likely configurations. Let m = (~). If m is a power of 2, one can number all of the m co nfi gurations with (lo~m) -digit binary numbers , ill such a way that each s uc h number is used exactly once. Then when one of th e m co nfi guration s occurs, one can s imply output the ( lo~m) digits in the number assigned to that co nfi guration. If In is not a power of 2, a record may be kept of which co nfiguration occurred (i.e., a numbe r between 1 and m may be recorded). In future sets of n digits , every value of In will (with probability one) co me up re peatedly , so that one obtains sequences of numbers betwee n 1 and m (inclusive) -one seq ue nce for each distinct valu e of In. In each sequence, each numb er is e qually lik ely to tak e on any of the In va lu es, of co urse. With j( m) numbers, each e qually likely to have any value be twee n 1 and In , one has mJ(m ) eq ually likely possibilities. It will be s hown below that the intege r j( In) can be c hose n so that mJ (m) is only sli ghtly larger than a pow er of 2. Thus with hi gh probability one obtains very nearly 10~1n digits for each of thej(m) sets.
A "permutation procedure" is a pro ce dure whi c h operates as jus t outlined. If n is th e size of the set upon which the procedure is based, one nee ds to specify values j(m) for each m= (~), for x = 0 ,1,2, .. " n. (Note that (~) = (n~x )') The j in Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 below is the j(m) just considered, and the i below is the integer such that 2; is almost as bi g as mJ(m); i.e., i = [j( m)lo~m]. Let Eu denote the mathe matical expectation of the random variable u. Then we have: THEOREM 1: Given E > 0, a sequence of independent and identically distributed Bernoulli variables, and ~n integer n > 1, There exists a permutation procedure based on sets of n, with efficiency at least n-I Elo~C: ) -E.
To prove this result , we will make use of the following lemma, proved in the Appendix:
LEMMA 1: Given a real number k , and an E > 0, there exist integers i and j such that ° ~ k -(i/j)
PROOF OF THEOREM 1: For each possible value of m =( ~), Lemma 1 implies the existence of integers i and j such that ° ~ lo~m -(i/j) < E/2j. A permutation procedure using these integers will have efficiency given by
where Dx denotes the expected number of output digits from a set of n digits having x 1 'so Now Dx is at least (i/j) times the probability of getting i digits from a group of j such sets, where
This probability is 2i/mJ. From the inequality above ,
(The last step is valid because (; )2 -n , being a probability, is at most unity, implying that 10/52(; ) ~ n.)
Q.E.D.
Lemma 2, also proved in the Appendix, asserts that
This then is the limiting efficiency of permutation procedures. One can do no better, as evidenced by the following.
THEOREM 2: A ny procedure for generating symmetric BernouLLi variables from a stream of inde· pendent and identicaLLy distributed BernouLLi variables has efficiency at most -(plo~p+ qlo~q),
where p is the mean value of the independent and identically distributed variables.
PROOF: Kullback [1, p. 13] proves that for a random variable X, and a statistic Y (a function of X), the average information in an outcome X is at least as great as that in the derived statistic Y. The "information" referred to in this theorem is the information for discrimination in favor of one hypothesis, HI, against another one, H2 • Let X be an arbitrarily long (finite) sequence of independent and identically distributed Bernoulli variables, and Y the derived sequence of symmetric Bernoulli variables. Let n be the length of the X·sequence, and M (a random variabl~) the length of the Ysequence; let m= E(M). Let HI be the hypothesis that the mean of the elements of X is po; in terms of Y, this hypothesis implies that the mean of the elements of Y is 1/2, regardless of po. Let Hz be the hypothesis that the mean of the X elements is in the closed unit interval. Then (in Kullback's nota· tion) n 1{1:2; X) = -L (~')p8qn-8(s logz po+ (n-s) log2 qo)
t=o By Kullback's theorem, m ~ -n(plo~p+ qlo/52q). But the efficiency of the procedure under consideration is simply the limit of the ratio min as n ~ 00; thus the efficiency is limited by -(Plo~p + qlo~q).
Q.E.D.
Finally, we note that there is a simpler approach to the problem of attaining high efficiency. As can be seen from table 2, the limit of attainable efficiency for small n is not very high. Since one approaches this limit by taking larger values of j, using more storage space and a more complicated rule for determining the output, it would seem worthwhile to consider direct methods using a larger value of n. In other words, if it is necessary to save (an average of) ten sets of n = 8 digits to come close to the limit Elog2 (V derived above, we ought to compare with one set of n = 80. How does one use such a set? Suppose x is the number of 1 's that occur. Then m = (~). One numbers the m configurations arbitrarily from 0 to m -1, and sets off a group of size equal to the largest power of 2 less than (or e qual to) m ; th e n from wh a t is left , a gro up of s ize e qual to the larges t powe r of 2 less th an or equal to the numbe r re mainin g; th e n with wha t is still left , re peat th e proce dure, until the e n· tire gro up of m is ex h aus ted. If th e out co me s hould fall in a group of size 2i, one ge ts i di gits. It is s hown at th e e nd of the Appe ndix th at thi s procedure will attain a n efficie ncy of a t leas t n -1 (E(lo g2(~) -2) , whi ch approaches the value n -IE(log 2 (~) obtained above as n gets large.
A fe w word s a re in order , at this poin t , about the practi cal impli catio ns of th e techniques describe d a bove. Specifi cally, a meth od of obtainin g th e prope r binary output stream from the input stre am is neede d. Th ere are two ste ps to be acco mpli s hed: firs t , derive an ind ex numbe r for th e input seque nce, whi c h ide ntifi es whi c h of the equally likely confi guration s has occ urred ; and seco nd , de rive th e appro pri ate output se que nce from this inde x number. They will b e considered in turn.
Co nsid e r firs t the simple case of a set of n input digits, and le t x be the number of l 's amon g the n digits. As before , let m = (~. We will derive an index number between 0 and m -1 inclusive whi c h gives the positi on of the actual confi guration in a se que nce of the m possible confi gurations, arran ge d in order of inc reasin g magnitude (co nside re d as binary numb ers). Let z de note the actual sequen ce (of x ]'s and (n -x) O's). Check the firs t bit. If it is 1, the n z is not one of th'! ("; 1) com· binations starting with O. Since these are precisely the first (" -,;,1) combinations, add th e binomial coeffi cie nt ("; 1) into a counte r (which will eve ntually contain the index numbe r corres ponding to z).
If the first bit is 0 , the n z is one of the first (1/ ; 1) combinati ons, so don't add anythin g into the counte r. on whether the first bit was a 0 or a 1. Continue in this fashion through all the bits of z, stopping as soon as the remaining bits of zare -known to be all alike. This is ieally Ii fairly simple procedure to program: a flow chart is shown in figure 1 .
For a permutation procedure, one has several (say j) sets of n digits, each set being one of m configurations. One assigns a number between 0 and m -1, as above, to each set of n. Then one assigns the number nl + n2 . m + n3 . m 2 + ... + nj . mi-I to the combination of j sets of n, where ni is the number assigned to the ith set of n. This is of course a number between 0 and mi -1, as required. If y < 2 i , we should obtain i bits; if 2i ~ y < 2i + 2il where i l is the largest j ( < i) with aj = 1, we should obtain i l bits; etc. Now y < 2i precisely when the ith bit of yis ° (considering the least significant bit as the Oth bit). And conveniently, if the ith bit of y is 0, then the i less significant bits are symmetric Bernoulli variables -because the possible values of these bits, when y has the ith bit equal to zero, consist of all the binary numbers from 0 to 2i -1. Similarly, 2i ~ y < 2 i + 2il precisely when the ith bit of y is 1 and the ilst bit is 0; and when this is true, the lower-order i l bits are symmetric Bernoulli variables. This process can be continued through all the bits of y. In summary, the procedure is to check in turn all bits of y corresponding to non-zero bits of M, beginning with the most significant; as soon as one of the checked bits is found to be 0, stop, and output the remaining bits of y.
Examples
The primary results of this section are contained in table 1, which lists the efficiency of each of several techniques. Among those evaluated are Qh Q2, and Q3, from Simons and Hoeffding; the simple procedures outlined above (permutation procedures with j= 1) for n = 4, 8, 20, 50, and 1024, denoted by 54,58,520,550 , and 5 1024 and one permutation procedure denoted by PI. Of course, PI needs to be specified: we require n, and the appropriate number ofj values. These are given in table 2. Note that for x = 3 or 5, m = 56. The 56 sequences can be (arbitrarily) divided into two groups of 28, and index numbers from ° to 27 can be assigned within each group. Then when x = 3 or 5 occurs, one binary digit can be output, 0 or 1 according to which group of 28 contains the result; the index number can be treated just as if it were a result with x = 2 or 6. This of course decreases the amount of storage necessary and the average time between outputs. 
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Appendix
Contained herein are proofs of the two lemmas, and of the lower bound for the efficiency of the 5 -procedures. 
Otherwise, by Theorem 4.2, page 44 of [3], there exist positive integers i,j such that Uk -il < E. If
LEMMA 2: Let x be the number of successes in n independent and identically distributed Bernoulli trials, with probability p of success. Then
PROOF: (All logs in the sequel are to the base 2.) By Stirling's approximation, where the prime on the summation indicates that the terms corresponding to x = 0 and to x = n are omitted, and where Pnp+ y is the appropriate binomial probability. Thus where EI = I' (p+ yln)log(l + ylnp)Pnp+y and E 2=I'(q -yln)log(l -ylnp)P"p+y.
All that re mains is to show that EI and E2 approach 0 as n approaches 00. The proof will be given for E 1 , that for E2 being essentially the same.
Given a small positive quantity e, we want to find a value no such that for any n > no , IEdnJI < e. Because 0 < p+ (y/n) Q.E.D. 
